Nietzsche once said, “I want to teach men the meaning of their existence:
which is the Superman, the lightning from the dark cloud man.”
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Spanning 5,000 years of history from ancient Egypt to our technoprogressive 21st century,
the science reviewed in Balls of Fire builds on The Isis Thesis (2004) and 12 journal articles
(2005-2013). The Isis Thesis is a semiotic study of ancient Egyptian literature, artwork,
ritual, and architecture, showing that ancient Egyptian deities are signs for human and
microbial genes and proteins evolving into a hybrid quantum species. The deities' activities
describe the ancient glycolysis gene expression network in our cells and mirror the lifestyles
of a complex bacterial virus that uses this ancient developmental pathway.
Surprisingly, other historical religious deities mirror the activities of Egyptian deities, so
religion has also preserved an evolutionary science for survival of human DNA in a quantum
environment. Balls of Fire presents evidence that our semiotic system is based on
underlying physical and chemical principles inherited from our microbial ancestors, so our
microbial DNA is ordering our society space. Examining human history through the dual lens
of contemporary science and human behavior, the study shows that human beings have the
potential to evolve at death into a unique hybrid species. Élite historical rulers have
consistently veiled this evolutionary knowledge from humanity. However, our behavior has
stamped an evolutionary viral footprint on the last 12,000 years of human history.
Fortunately, the pharaonic priesthood invented their ball-throwing rite or game of baseball to
express scientific knowledge, so Balls of Fire uses the same model to convey the relentless
evolutionary message present in ancient Egypt and human history. This model also defines
our present position in history, which is destabilized.
For the creation of the baseball model, a fantasy-draft selection of two teams frames the
historical power/knowledge grid, as well as the scientific argument for and against the Isis
Thesis, while explaining the necessary context for what the theory predicts and scientific
experiments confirm. This is accomplished by the draft of dead and living scientists,
philosophers, writers and other creative artists, whose ideas are presented in two fantasy
teams in order to tackle the mind-body problem that has confounded humans for centuries.
Using this adversarial system, the reader determines the truth of the case through a
transdisciplinary quest that prioritizes scientific research.

With the hope of understanding our position in history and the role of the evolutionary process, this book is organized
into five sections: Spring Training, Baseball Diamonds, Pregame, Fly-Ball Ferris Wheel, and Opening Day. In Spring
Training, one learns the science for understanding the hypotheses. The Baseball Diamonds section provides interviews
with key players and a discussion of each team’s argument. The Pregame section introduces the reader to the fantasydraft selection of team managers, coaches, umpires, players and pitchers for the Diamondhearts (primacy of mind) and
the Thunderheads (primacy of matter), a model depicting historical and contemporary power grids. In the Fly Ball Ferris
Wheel section, one examines several individuals who have caught history’s high-flying balls of knowledge. Finally,
Opening Day presents the Game of the Centuries, where the Thunderhead starting pitcher Pope Francis clashes with the
Diamondheart pitcher-physicist Amit Goswami in an ideological battle for supremacy.
Balls of Fire exposes the hidden survival agenda in baseball, ancient cultures, alchemy, literary texts, Christianity, world
visions, our sciences, and history itself. Welcome to the Game of the Centuries.
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